Patch Adams Annual Healing Through Humor Russia Tour
Although this may have been the first trip to Russia, it was not
their first Ambassador trip. Shobi clowned with them in China.
Formerly of New Jersey, they now reside in Satin, Texas. For
Information on Gestundheit Institute trips please see page 8.

From Fungus A. Mungus

a.k.a. Joseph Redman

Moscow and St. Petersburg November 1 - 16 2005
Over forty clowns from fourteen countries invaded Russia to play,
love, be naughty, and infect everyone with the healing touch (or
tickle!) of humor. For Patch, this was trip number twenty-one to
Russia! For others, like Fungus A. Mungus and Miss Skete (Mr. And
Mrs. Redman), it was trip number one.
Our itinerary included orphanages (including one for deaf and blind
children), children's cancer, orthopedic, and regional hospitals, a
pediatric institute, and a federal hospital for children with AIDS.
Other activities included the opening of the Maria's Children Art
Exhibition at the Moscow Central House of Artists, clowning in Red
Square (and almost getting arrested!), and a wonderful opportunity
to participate in home hospice family visits! Over all, we clowned in
about sixteen different facilities for hundreds of children, families,
and health care staff. (I say "about" because clowns don't count very
well.)
Expecting the worst, the weather in Moscow was warm and sunny.
A week later, expecting the best, the weather in St. Petersburg was
chilly and rainy. But, clowns don't care! We came to play!

W e learned many orphans in Russia are "social orphans,"
removed from their parents because of parental abuse from drug
abuse and alcoholism. Some are placed in orphanages because
they performed poorly on "intelligence" testing done at age four!
W e also learned orphans are kept until age eighteen when they
are turned out with maybe a fourth grade education. It is no
surprise many of the young women become prostitutes and the
young men turn to crime. In spite of their situation, however,
they still love to play, be tickled, and chased through the
building!
As with any clown trip there are thousands of stories from all the
different experiences we all enjoyed. And, as with any trip, new
friends are made, some for a few weeks and months until
everyone returns to their "normal" daily lives, and some who will
be friends forever. Here are a few highlights from the memories
of Fungus and M iss Skete.
During our visit to Orphanage #4 (Melnikova Street) Fungus met
Sergei, a young gentlemen who fell in love with Fungus' drum.
Instead of playing with the drum and trying to keep it for himself,
Sergei took it to other children and showed them how to drum.
W hen we left the orphanage Fungus gave the drum to Sergei. In
the evening of the same day, at the Central House of Artists
where Maria's Children were displaying their art, Sergei had the
drum (see photo) and tried to give it back to Fungus. After
several attempts, Sergei finally understood Fungus was giving
him the drum as a gift. Success! W hat a handsome young man
with a new drum - yippee!

Our group was made up of beginners, experts, and every stage of
experience in between. Our ages ranged from twelve to the
mid-seventies. Our collective intelligences ranged from silly to really
silly. As with previous trips, there are those who showed up with one
clown outfit, thinking we were only clowning for a few minutes each
day, and those with more clothes than they would ever need for a two
week trip. There were the "tourist" clowns, and there were those
who've devoted their lives to play, love, and compassion for others.
The second group preferred to clown instead of taking tours of the
Kremlin, played instead of taking photographs, and slept soundly at
night with the peaceful exhaustion of having loved and played hard
all day long!
Fungus has been blessed in that he has visited all fifty U.S. states and
over thirty countries (so far.) Fungus will also eat anything, whether
it is identifiable or not! Fungus is always sad when other clowns
complain about the "quality" of the food, considering so many in the
world have nothing to eat. Fungus has a sign that says, "If you
complain about the food, you've never been hungry." Granted,
Russian food is not "American" food. Granted, some foods were not
easily identifiable (other than - "I think it is meat.") and others
looked different than something one would find in an American
grocery store. So what? W ho cares? Get over yourself, dig in, and
enjoy the experience! Fungus is happy to say he has eaten sheep lung
in Tibet and cow tongue in Russia and is sure other unique culinary
delights will pass through his digestive system in the future.
Olga Boyarskaya, and Olga Zakharova, affectionately known as Olga
& Olga, were our MIR tour managers. Both were excellent at
herding clowns out of the hotel and to our destinations each day, and
always had a smile for each of us during the trip, no matter how
naughty we were during the day.
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gentle touches and tickling ended up with Miss Skete on her back
on the floor, and her young lady on her back on top of Miss
Skete. W hat a lovely and warmly intimate way to show love to
another human being! They played "pile-up" for a long time, with
the young lady taking off one shoe and twirling it in her hand,
then putting it back on her foot. She was completely comfortable
in the arms of this gentle stranger who just happened to find her
tickle spot! Fungus's little girl was five or six years old, also deaf
and blind. W hen she first sat down on the beanbag chair, she
constantly hit her forehead with her right forearm, over and over
and over. Fungus took her head in his hands and gently rubbed
her temples and pulled his hands over the side of her head from
the front to the back. She immediately stopped hitting herself and
completely relaxed into his arms. After a few minutes she leaned
forward and Fungus massaged her back. W e repeated this
exercise again and again during the visit. The child never
laughed, never showed any expression at all. But, she did relax,
just for a few minutes that day.
Some of the hospitals were in the process of being remodeled
and upgraded, but others appeared to be in buildings not
designed as health care facilities. In the Turner Orthopedic
Children's Hospital in St. Petersburg, the patients Fungus and
Miss Skete played with were in six to eight bed wards. Parents
and family members filled the room with their belonging, food,
electric two-burner cook tops, toys, and clothing. Some children
in full body casts watched our clowning with mirrors they held
above their heads. W hat initially appeared to be mass confusion
was in fact, a miniature community where everyone helped
everyone else. By far, this was one of the most enjoyable visits
and most exhausting. Fabulous!
Jundid Sykes (From California) and Miss Skete clowning in Red
Square. Jundid wore giant stilts and was amazingly graceful on the
rough cobblestones of the square. The square as packed with
families, young couples who were just married and posing for
wedding photos, and clowns! Miss Skete found her way into several
wedding party photos, much to the delight of the bride and groom
and much to the dismay of the photographer!
As we walked back from Red Square to our bus, Fungus was stopped
by a secret policeman and told to turn around and stand still so he
could take a photo of Fungus' back. (Fungus wore a sign stating.
"W AR IS COSTLY ~ PEACE IS PRICELESS" on his back.)
Fortunately, one of the clowns was nearby and took a photo of the
police taking a photo of Fungus. Patch was stopped and when asked
for his passport, produced his giant underwear, telling the police that
the underwear were his passport! Olga and Olga and Mari and Patch
convinced the police we were friends of the Russian people and
misbehaving was healthy!
At the orphanage for deaf and blind children in the town of Pereslav
Zalessky, located 200km from M oscow, Fungus, Miss Skete, and
three or four other clowns were taken to a room with giant beanbag
chairs. Several sharp memories will live in my heart and mind
forever. One is that of Colin "CONGO" Swan, an amazingly talented
and funny magician/clown/entertainer from Scotland, who played his
accordion during the time we were in the room. (As with many of the
facilities we visited, there were more clowns than children.) Even
though our children were deaf and blind, some could feel the
deepness of the bass notes Colin played - wonderful stuff! Miss
Skete's child was a young lady, about 12 years old. W hat began as
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There are so many more stories - hundreds! Perhaps another
time.
On our return flight we stopped for the night in Copenhagen,
Denmark, and were met at the airport by a group of Danish
clowns! W e enjoyed a great clown dinner in a Thai restaurant,
and play-walked back to our hotel in bitter cold wind. But the
walk was filled with laughter and play and love!
Forty-plus clowns are now back in their homes, writing,
e-mailing, and calling to stay in touch with an amazing troupe of
silly people who for a moment (and maybe for the rest of their
lives!) shared love, compassion, and play.

Upcoming Gesundheit Institute Trip
The Gesundheit Institute’s 22nd Annual Russian
Clown Trip ~ November 5-20, 2006
“ . . . clowning with love and fun in service to relieve
suffering and promote joyful living. We will take up to 40
people who want to clown solidly for two weeks.”
Lead by Patch Adams and his brother “W ildman” who I
have been told is one sweet, compassion clown. Do not
wait too long to respond, they will take only 40 clowns
and “would be” clowns. Registration started in March.

www.patchadams.org/clown_trips/russia.html
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